
You Want
Paradise?

• Highest quality, noise canceling
microphone

• 8 hour wearing comfort 

• CD quality playback

• Sound jack on side of Translator
means no more searching for your
speaker output

• Award-winning VXI Translator
technology enables headset
compatibility with any PC, 
laptop or palmtop sound card

• Translator LED light and test
button indicate compatibility, and 
if necessary, battery requirement

• Translator circuit with optimum
voice band response and lowest
distortion

• In-line pendant features fine tune
volume control, microphone mute
button, quick disconnect, and
clothing clip

• Modern graphite styling

• System requirements: 
PC and sound card

• Two year unconditional warranty

New, enhanced features make these
headset systems beyond compare:

With VXI’s Parrott Montego (binaural) and Bermuda (monaural)

headsets, you’ll enjoy optimum headset performance with ALL the

multimedia programs that you use! High-performance components

ensure superior performance with today’s demanding applications making

them the headset of choice for speech recognition and Internet telephony.

The Parrott Bermuda and Montego headsets are packed with user-friendly

features that will greatly enhance your headset experience. Enjoy the

convenience of the in-line pendant featuring microphone mute button, fine

tune volume control and quick disconnect. The VXI Translator™ features

a speaker jack that will enable you to keep your headset speaker plug and

your computer speakers connected to the computer at the same time.

Parrott headsets include a high-quality noise cancelling microphone

and VXI’s unique Translator™ to optimize sound quality and

guarantee compatibility with the sound card. High-standard

construction plus years of design experience  unite to offer a headset

that you can maintain confidence in day after day. Includes VXI’s two-

year unconditional warranty.

Photo: Parrott Montego, Parrott Bermuda shown on reverse side.

You’ve got it! With VXI’s
Parrott Bermuda and Montego

Advanced PC Headsets.



Toll-free (US): 800.742.8588 Headquarters: 603.742.2888 
E-mail: parrott@vxicorp.com  www.vxicorp.com

CONNECTING PEOPLE TO A DIGITAL WORLD

All-day-wear comfort is a reality with an adjustable headband

designed to contour with the shape of your head without

squeezing, or snagging your hair. The soft, slightly

cupped ear cushions help enhance sound and

maintain the headset’s position on the ear. The

virtually indestructible “gooseneck” microphone

boom is adjustable to nearly any position and always
holds its position - very important for optimal speech recognition

accuracy. The in-line pendant features a quick disconnect for

convenient release from the lower cord for those times when you

need to walk away but would like to continue wearing your

headset. Also included on the pendant is a fine-tune volume adjust

for greater listening control, a microphone mute button and a

clothing clip for easy cord management. The Bermuda’s single-ear

design enables you to keep one ear open and the Montego offers a

more encompassing listening experience with its two-ear/stereo

design. All this, plus VXI’s unconditional two-year warranty!

The VXI Parrott Bermuda and Montego PC headsets will more

than meet all your PC audio needs whether you’re using speech

recognition software, making phone calls over the

Internet, playing voice-enabled multiplayer games

or listening to multimedia files or CD’s. Our noise

cancelling microphones block out unwanted

background noise to ensure the highest degree of

accuracy available for speech recognition. Plus, VXI’s award-

winning Translator™ technology eliminates distortion and

optimizes the sound of your voice. The VXI Translator also

guarantees universal compatibility with all PC, laptop and

palmtop sound cards. An added benefit of the Translator is the

integrated speaker jack that allows you to maintain your

computer speaker connection in conjunction with the output

through your Parrott Bermuda or Montego headset. Now, both

can be used at the same time!
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